
Pulcinella 

Pulcinella, Pulecenella in Neapolitan dialect, is a form of 

comedy of art invented in the second half of the 500 

plaintiff Silvio Fiorillo. The character has become over the 

centuries also an emblem of Puppet Theater, the archetype 

of vitality, a kind of anti-hero, rebellious and disrespectful to 

confront and defeat his opponents ever. Mask, Pulcinella, is 

an absolute symbol of Naples. 

The Napolitan song are popular music originating in Naples, 

and usually performed with traditional musical instruments, 

such as, mandolin, guitar, lute, triccheballacche, tamorre, 

caccavella, putipù and other crafts. Through the centuries 

has come down to us, maintaining its attractiveness.  

Although many sources confined in the birth of the Neapolitan song widely known in 1839, many 

others date back to around the thirteenth century, as a spontaneous expression of the people of 

Naples. It further develops the end of the sixteenth century to 

the late eighteenth century.  

His most important period: around the first 800. They are 

derived from other genres such as the clown and the neo 

Melodica. Roberto Murolo, Renato Carosone the 

distinguished performers of the postwar period, but the most 

important period of the Neapolitan song is considered one of 

the first decades of 800, when in 1835 in Naples swept the 

tune of You want bbene assaje written by Raffaele Sacco and 

whose music was by Gaetano Donizetti.  

The celebration of the 

Feast of Piedigrotta proved the ideal opportunity for the 

exhibition of new pieces, which saw one of the authors 

personality Salvatore di Giacomo, Libero Bovio, EA Mario, 

Ferdinando Russo, Ernesto Murolo. The sixties, however, 

represent the golden period of the Festival della Canzone 

Napoletana, but this is also the era of innovative phenomena: 

Peppino di Capri makes a fusion of Neapolitan songs and 

rhythms of other musical cultures, the attention of critics and 

public, Roberto De Simone and his new company of singers 

popular not only to recover and enhance the traditional folk 

music, but enriched with elements of classical music. 


